
EXPANSIONS IN TERMS OF HEAT POLYNOMIALS
AND ASSOCIATED FUNCTIONS

BY

P. C. ROSENBLOOM AND D. V. WIDDER(')

Introduction. A heat polynomial vn(x, t) of degree n is defined as the coeffi-

cient of 3"/w! in the power series expansion e'x+z':

(1) e>*+*2< = 2Z »-(*, t) — ■
n=o n\

It is clearly a solution of the heat equation

d2u      du

(2) -= —
dx2       dt

for all values of the variables. An associated function wn(x, t) is defined as

w„(x, t) = k(x, t)vn I — , -J,

where k(x, t) is the source solution or fundamental solution of (2):

e-x2/4!

k(x, t) = -•
(4tt01/2

Thus w„(x, t) is obtained from vn(x, t) by the familiar Appell transformation

and is consequently itself a solution of (2). Alternatively wn(x, t) may be de-

fined by use of the fundamental solution itself as a generating function by a

series analogous to (1):

oo                             „n

k(x  —   2Z, t)   =   2^,  Wn(x,  t)   -  •
n-o n\

Hence

d"
w„(x, t) = -k(x — 2z, l)

dzn z=0.

It is shown that the heat polynomials and associated functions form a bi-
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HEAT POLYNOMIALS AND ASSOCIATED FUNCTIONS 221

orthogonal set in the following sense:

Vn(x,   —t)wn(x, t)dx =  8mn 0  <  t  <   <~ .
-CO

We are thus led to consider solutions of (2) which have one or the other of the

expansions

(4) u(x, t) = JZ anvn(x, t),
n=0

co

(5) u(x, I) = JZ bnwn(x, t).
n-0

The coefficients may be determined in the obvious way by use of (3) but they

also have other useful determinations. In fact, both may be expressed in

terms of derivatives as in the case of Taylor's series. For (4) we have

1   dnu
o» =-(0, 0);

n\  dxn

tor (5) see formula (6) below. A relation that is basic in the study of these

series is

A vn(x, -t)wn(y, s)
k(x - y, s - t) = 2_ -—-

n«o w!2"

The domain of convergence of a series of type (4) is found to be a strip

|/| <<r; that for (4) a half plane t>a. The extent of these domains can be

determined, as in Taylor's series, by function theoretic properties of the sum

of the series. Let us outline briefly how this is done.

We say that u(x, i)QH* in a strip a<t<b if it satisfies (2) and has the

Huygens property there; that is,

/oo
k(x — y,t — t')u(y, t')dy

-CO

for every pair t, t' such that a<t' <t<b. Membership in class 77* is to ex-

pansions (4) what analyticity is to Taylor expansions. For, u(x, t) has a de-

velopment (4) in the largest strip \t\ <<r for which u(x, t)QH*.

There is a dual result for series (5). In fact u(x, t) has such a development

if and only if

l c
u(x, I) = — I    eix"-'!'24>(y)dy,

2ttJ-x

and it is function theoretic properties of cp(y) (its order and type as an entire

function) which determine the extent of the validity of (5). Moreover,
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<£<">(0)
(6) bn = ■

n\(-2%Y

The known existence of null solutions of (2) (solutions f^O which vanish

identically on a line t = constant) makes it evident that the Huygens property

cannot be enjoyed by all solutions. Hence it is useful to have a working

criterion for the class H*. Here is a very practical one: u(x, t)CEH* in a<t<b

if it satisfies (2) and if

/OO

| u(x, l) I k(x, b' — t)dx
-00

is uniformly bounded on a' StSb' for every pair (a', V), a<a' <b' <b.

The L2 convergence theory of the series (4) and (5) is also studied. The

Parseval relation in particular yields interesting power series in the time

variable. Many illustrative examples are given in the last section.

1. Heat polynomials. We define vn(x, t) as a polynomial of degree n,

homogeneous in x and t112, with coefficient of x" equal to unity, and satisfying

the heat equation

a2u      du

(1.1) -= —
dx2      dt

for all x and /. We shall call v„(x, t) the heat polynomial of degree n. It is

uniquely determined and is in fact

[n/2] xn~2k tk

(1.2) vn(x,t) = n\   £-—--■
k=0    (n — 2k) \   kl

In particular

no =1,      vi = x,      Vi = x2 + 21,      v3 = x3 + 6xt,      Vi = x* + 12x2t + 12t2.

Note that vn(x, t) is even or odd with n, as a function of x. Since the coeffi-

cients (1.2) are positive v2n(x, t) is always positive for OO and vn(x, t)>0 for

x>0 and t>0.

Let us next obtain the Poisson representation

/«
k(x - y, t)yndy = k(x, t) * xn I > 0,

-00

where k(x, t) is the source solution or fundamental solution of (1.1):

g-x2/4(

k(x, t) =- / > 0.
(4*/)1'2

The integral (1.3) is equal to
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/°° "   / n \ rx '™'2' / n \
k(y,t)JZ( t  )*-*(-y)*_y = k(y,t)   JZ \x»-2"y2*dy.

-co k-o\k / J _«, t„o \ 2k /

But

f00 (4*)*   cx (2*)!/*

(1.5) £(y, *)y2*Oy = ——        ^y'-^Oy = —-— •
J-x (ir)1'2 Jo k\

Substituting (1.5) in (1.4) we obtain (1.3) as stated.

For future reference we record that

(2m)!
(1.6) f2n+i(0, t) = 0,       v2n(0, t) =-/».

n\

Let us next derive a generating function for the heat polynomials. Using

(1.3) we have for t>0

°o      w" co      „n

JZ — vn(x, t) = JZ — k(x, f) * xn = k(x, t) * exz.
«-o «! n-o ra!

This exchange of integral and summation signs is valid for all complex z and

for —oo <x<°o, 0 </< oo since

/CO

g-b-v^Htgiv^dy <  oo _

-co

Moreover, it is well known that

(1.7) k(x, I) * e" = e'D*ezz = e"+"\

Here the symbolic operator e'D , where D stands for differentiation with re-

spect to x, serves as a tool for the rapid recovery of such results as (1.7). We

have proved

co        «n

(1.8) eX!+ui = JZ — vn(x, t) - <_   < X < oo, 0 <t < 00
„_o «!

for all complex z.

We easily derive from (1.8) that

d d
(1.9) — vn(x, t) = nvn-i(x, t),      — vn(x, I) = n(n — l)vn-i(x, i).

dx dt

The heat polynomials are closely related to Hermite polynomials. We

adopt the notation

Hn(x) = (-l)»eAD»e-*\

(1.10) .       "    zn
e2—i=JZ—Hn(x).

n-o «!
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Comparing (1.8) with (1.10) we have

(1.11) Vn(X, t)   =   (-t)"'2Hn(x/(-ityi2) -°0<X<°0,   -   »    <  /   <   00.

We recall that the set of functions

«rxV n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

is closed in L or in L2 on the interval (—<*>, °°). By (1.11) this shows that the

set

k(x, t)v„(x, —t) n = 0, 1, 2, • • •

is closed in L or in L2 in — co <x < oo for each fixed t>0. That is, iif(x) is in

either class and is such that

/oo
f(x)k(x, t)vn(x, -t)dx = 0 n = 0,1,2, ■• ■

-OO

for any fixed OO, then/(x) is zero almost everywhere.

2. The associated functions. Introduce the following notation for solu-

tions of (1.1).

Definition 2.1. A function u(x, t)CEH in a domain D if and only if

u(x, t)CEC2 and satisfies Equation (1.1) there.

We shall call functions of class H temperature functions. There is a familiar

transformation due to P. Appell [l, p. 187] which carries functions of H into

others of the class. Thus if u(x, t) CEH in D then k(x, t)u(x/t, — 1/t) CEH when

(x/t, —1/t) is in D. We apply this transformation to the heat polynomials

(1.2), adopting the following notation.

Definition 2.1. For w = 0, 1, 2, • • ■

wn(x, t) = k(x, t)v„(x/t, - 1/t) 0 < I < oo.

We call this set of functions the set associated with the set of heat polynomials.

By the homogeneity of vn(x, t) we have v„(Kx, —\2t) = \nVn(x, —t), or for

X = l//

v„(x/t, -l/l) = rnVn(x, -t).

Hence

(2.1) W„(X,  t)   =   k(x, t)vn(x,   -l)l~".

Equation (2.1) enables us to obtain from (1.8) a generating function for

the associated set:

A       2" ,        , „        ̂    Vn(x,-l)  / Z\"
2Z —-wn(x,t) = k(x,t)22--—(—)
„=o  w!2" n=0        n\       \2t/

= k(x - z, t),

or
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(2.2) k(x - 2z, t) = JZ —wn(x, t) - oo < x < oo, 0 < / < oo
n-0   «!

for all complex z. Comparing this with the Maclaurin expansion

A (-2.)"
(2.3) k(x - 2z,t) = JZ k^(x, t)-,

n-0 ra!

we obtain

(2.4) wn(x, I) = (-2)nkw(x, t) n = 0,1,2, ■■■ .

Here, and always, the superscript indicates differentiation with respect to

theirs/ argument. If we differentiate (2.3) we obtain

1
WJ (X, t)   =-Wn+X(x, t).

But since

(x - 2z)
k'(x - 2z, t) =-k(x - 2z, I),

2t

an alternative expression for wj (x, t) is available:

2twj(x, t) = — xwn(x, t) + 2nwn-i(x, l), n = 1,2, • • • .

This yields the recursion formula

twn+i(x, t) = xwn(x, t) — 2nwn-i(x, t), n = 1,2, • ■ • .

A formula analogous to (1.11) is obtained from (2.1)

Wn(x, I)   =  t-"'2k(X, t)Hn y-T^jjA-

And now the familiar orthogonality relations for the Hermite polynomials,

(* 00

(t)1'2 I    e~xiHm(x)Hn(x)dx = 8m,nc„,
J -co

cn = n\2"

shows that the set wn(x, t) is biorthogonal to the set vn(x, t):

wm(x, t)vn(x, —t)dx = 8mnCn 0 < I <  00.
-CO

From (1.12) we see that the set wn(x, t), n = 0, 1, • • ■ , is closed in L or L2 on

— oo <x< oo for each fixed />0.

3. Asymptotic estimates. For further study it is essential to know the

behavior of the functions vn(x, t) and wn(x, t) for large ra. For negative t this
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can be derived from the known behavior of the Hermite polynomials. How-

ever, for t>0 the argument of Hn in formula (1.11) is purely imaginary. Avail-

able asymptotic formulas in this case are inadequate for our purposes, and

we make independent estimates.

We first recall the following formula, H. Bateman [2, p. 201],

r (— + l) e-*2'2Hn(x)

(3.1)

= T(n + l)rcosf(2n+ 1)1/2* - — J + 0(1/(«)1/2)1,

where the remainder term 0(l/(w)1/2) holds uniformly in any finite interval

|x| SR as n—>°°. From this follows in an obvious way our first result.

Theorem 3.1. For r>0, R>0, w—>oc

.    /2nt\nl2r      ( x nir\ /    1    \1
..(», -,) = (2)»V m(-)    [cos(<2. + 0»_ - -) + 0(—)J,

the order relation being valid uniformly in \x\ SR, t^r.

We record next several simple preliminary results.

Lemma 3.2. For 0gx< oo, 0 <e< eo, n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■

J n V'2
xn   <   g.x      -   j

\2eeJ

This is proved by computing the maximum of e~" x".

Lemma 3.3. For — oo <A <oo, -co<x<oo,0<<<oo, \-AAt>0

eAz2l(l-iAt)

(3.2) k(x, t) * eA** =-
' (1 - 4Aty'2

This follows from the familiar addition formula

(3.3) k(x, lx) * k(x, ii) = k(x, tx + h) ti>0,l2>0.

See, for example, I. I. Hirschman and D. V. Widder [10, p. 177].

Theorem 3.4. // - oo <x< <x>,0St<<*>,0<8<<*>, n = l, 2, • • • .

/ < y/2r2w(/ + 5)T"2   .

From Lemma 3.2 and 3.3 we obtain

/   n    \n/2      g«2/(l-4«0

\vn(x, t)\   S k(x,l)* I x\" S I- )      -> 0 S I < l/4e.
11 '     ' \2ee/       (1 - 4c-01/2
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Now choose e = l/[4(t + 5)] to obtain the result. This bound on vn(x, t) is

uniform for — » <x< oo. To obtain a similar uniform bound on wn(x, t) we

may use known results for Hn(x). From H. Bateman [2, p. 208], for example,

| Hn(x) |   < Aefin^ni)1'2 -»<_<«,» = 0,1, •••,

where A is a suitable constant. By use of this formula, equations (1.11) (2.1),

and Sterling's formula, we obtain

Theorem 3.5. For — oo <x < <», 0<t<<&, n — 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ and a suitable

constant A

/ 2nt\nl2

(3.4) \vn(x,-l)\   g At?i"l-J    ra"4,

, ,     /2n\nl2nlli

(3.5) | wn(x, t) |   ^ Ae-'H'l — )-
\el /      I112

4. A generating function. We turn now to the derivation of a generating

function for the biorthogonal set vn(x, —t), w„(x, t). We need a preliminary

result.

Lemma 4.1. For — <x><x<™,0<t<<x>,n = 0, 1.2, ■ • •

k(r + ix, t)(ir)ndr.
-a

By Cauchy's theorem the integral (4.1) is equal to

/» l"/2]    /   ft   \ r°°
k(r, t)(x + ir)"dr =   JZ   (        ) x"~2k \     k(r, i)(irYkdr

-co t-0     \2k / J-oo

[n/2] xn~ik ( — t)k

= n\   JZ-■
t/o  (ra- 2A)!     k\

Comparing this with (1.2) we have the result.

Theorem 4.2. If — co <x< oo, — oo <y< oo, — 5<<<5

(4.2) ft(„ - y, s + I) = 2_-
n-o ra!2n

First suppose that 0^/<5. From (2.2)

(4-3) k(y-z,s) = JZ-
n-o      «!2"

Now take the convolution of both sides of this equation (with respect to z)

with the function k(z, t). We obtain
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k(x — y,s + t) = Zj - I    «(* — z> t)zndz.
„=o     ra!2n    J _x

We have used (3.3) to obtain the left hand side. By (1.3) we have (4.2) at

once provided the term by term integration is valid. A sufficient condition

for this is

\r \w*(y>*)\ f\,       xi i j
(4.4) 2^ - I    k(x — z,i)\z\ndz < <*>.

„-o       «!2"      J_oo

Using the results of §3 we see that series (4.4) is dominated by

/ t Y/2   . .      "    nUi /2nY'2 /2n(t + 8)Y'2
A(l + —)    e«,/«e-»,/«« JZ -( — J     ( J

V 8/ n-o   nl2»\ es)     \        e        )

for any 5>0. The latter series converges for t + 8<s, as one sees by the test

ratio for example. Since 5 is arbitrary our result is proved for 0^.t<s. The

proof is not valid for negative / since the addition formula (3.3) fails if tx or t2

is negative.

For r<0 we employ the following addition formula:

k(z + ix, t)k(y — iz, s)dz = k(x — y, s — l),
-CO

valid for — °o<x<oo, — co<y<co, 0<t<s. Compare I. I. Hirschman,

D. V. Widder [10, p. 177]. From (4.3)

A  (iz)n
k(y - tz, s) = 2_ —— wB(y, s),

n=o ra!2n

and by use of Lemma 4.1 the integral (4.5) becomes

,. ,. ,. A vn(x, -t)w„(y,s)
(4.6) k(x-y,s-l) = JZ-

n-o ra!2"

provided

«>        \   ly   (y   5) C* ™

(4.7) JZ I k(z + ix, l)\ \z\ndz < 00.
„_o       ra!2n     J-m

The integral is not greater than

,      /•« .    . ,     / iyiW2n(l + 8)y'2
(4.8) A'u j    k(z, t)\z\»dz ^ e*2/<"(l + — J     ( -j

by Theorem 3.4 with x = 0. Note that the presence of the absolute value in

(4.8) does not invalidate the estimate. Consequently the series (4.6) is dom-

inated by
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/l        1\1/2 .      "    n1'* / 2n\n'2/2n(l + 8)\"i2

\t        8/ _0  »!2»\ es)     \       e      )

Here we have used inequality (3.5). The latter series again converges for

0</ + 5<s, so that (4.7) and hence (4.6) is proved. But this is equivalent to

(4.2) for negative t.

As a special case we could set z2 = t/s to obtain a fundamental expansion

for Hermite polynomials,

(1 - ,■)-"' exp U - <^>1) - ± "■<*'•& ,
V 1 - z2   )       n=0 2"n\

valid when \z\ <1. Compare, for example, E. C. Titchmarsh [14, p. 77].

5. Regions of convergence. We wish now to establish that the region of

convergence for a series 2^a«v»ixi t) is in general a strip |;| <er and for

2^]bn'Wn(x, t) is a half-plane />cr^0. Let us prove some preliminary results.

Lemma 5.1. If the series

00

(5.1) X) anvn(x, I)
n-0

converges at (x0, to), Xo>0, to>0, then

(5-2) — 0[(sr)"1
We noted in §1 that the coefficients in the expansion (1.2) are positive.

Consequently when x at t are positive vn(x, t) is larger than any term of the

expansion. In particular

(2»)!   „
»2n(*0,   to)   ^   »2n(0,   /)    =   - l0,

n\

(2n+i)\      „
1>in+l(.x0, to)   ^  - Xoh.

n\

Since the series (5.1) is assumed to converge at (xo, to) the general term tends

to zero as n—* °°. Hence

\l"o(2n)\) ~     L\4w^"/ J w^00,

ain+i = 0 ( - 1 = 0      -) n -» °o .
\/15(2n+l)I/ l\(4n+2)to/        J

This completes the proof. Note that the lemma is no longer true if xo = 0,

for then a2n+i may be arbitrarily large and still have (5.1) convergent at
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(0, to). This is clear since the heat polynomials of odd degree all vanish at

x=0.

Lemma 5.2. If the series (5.1) converges for each point (x, t) on the line seg-

ment aSxSb, t = t0<0, then

an   =   0\(  -:—;   ) » —>   OO .

Set

/ 2«r\"/2

Cn = \ —) T = " h-

Suppose that ancn did not approach zero as n—* oo. Then there would exist

an infinite subset of positive integers m for which

| amcm |   > A > 0.

By the assumed convergence of (5.1) we have for aSxSb

2 2i      \
amvm(x, to)

(5.3) lim-—- = 0.
m^oo amcm

Moreover, the quotient (5.3) is uniformly bounded on aSxSb. For, by

Theorem 3.1

vm(x, — t) , / x mir\ M
(5.4) -i-(2)>/V^eoS((2w+l)'/2—— - — )   S—->

cm \ (At)1'2        2  f        (my'2

where Af is a constant independent of x in aSxSb. It is thus clear that

vm(x, to)/cm is uniformly bounded on (a, b), as stated. Hence by Lebesgue's

limit theorem

lim    n^dx = 0.
m-.«   J a Cm

But by (5.4) we have for m—> oo

2
rb vm(x, -t)

J    -?-u a Cm

= /iV»*+(-l)-X'co5((^±l)'"»)^* + o(^).
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By the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem the second integral on the right tends to

zero as m—> oo. We are thus led to the contradiction

f e^i^dx = 0.
J a

Our assumption that ancn did not approach zero must have been incorrect

and the lemma is proved. As in the previous lemma "0" could be replaced

by "o," but the distinction is unimportant to our purposes. This result is an

analogue of the Cantor-Lebesgue theorem for trigonometric series, A.

Zygmund [15, p. 267].

Theorem 5.3. If

,      ,      2n       1
(5.5) lim sup | a„ 12/n — = — < oo

»->» e        a

then the series

co

JZ  °nVn(x, t)
n-0

converges absolutely in the strip \t\ <er and does not converge everywhere in

any including strip.

Note that this statement does not preclude the possibility of the con-

vergence of (5.1) at certain points outside the strip \t\ <a. In fact this does

occur, as we shall see. The limiting cases <r=0, a= oo may be included in the

obvious way, but let us assume that the right-hand side of (5.5) is a finite

positive number.

If O<0<1, then (5.5) implies that

(e    \n/2

-)    , w £; TV

for a suitable integer N=N(8). Hence when t>0 the series (5.1) is dominated

by

•#_ (i + ±Y/2 ± /2"« + *)y/v * y/2

by Theorem 3.4. But this series converges if t + 8 <da. Since 6 may be taken

arbitrarily near 1, 5 arbitrarily near 0, the series (5.1) converges absolutely

for0^f<<r.

For /<0 we may use (3.4). The dominant series is now

,      "  /2»M\B/2/    e   \n/2
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and again (5.1) converges absolutely for — cr<t<0.

To prove the second part of the theorem let us suppose that (5.1) con-

verged everywhere in the including strip —a<t<a', a'><r, or in —a'<t<a,

a'>a. In the former case we may apply Lemma 5.1 to obtain

a« = 0   (-) ra —> oo
L\ 2ntQ /J

for some t0>a. We should have as a consequence that

.      .     2»      1
lim sup | an\2,n — =S —

!»->«» e       to

contradicting (5.5). In the latter case we could apply Lemma 5.2 with to < — tr

to obtain

,. 4(-f-,n.
L\2»|/o|/     J

.      .     2ra 1
lim sup I a„ |2/n — ^ -j—r-,

n—»oo e j to |

an equally definitive contradiction. The theorem is proved.

The series

A     ra!
u(x, t) = 2_ -—r- v2n+i(x, I)

n-o  (2ra)!

for which a = 1 clearly converges at every point of the /-axis. Yet it cannot

converge, according to the theorem, at every point in any strip including

the strip |/| <er. The phenomenon is a familiar one for series of homogeneous

harmonic polynomials, M. Bocher [6, p. 275].

To state the next result we must first recall the following definition;

R. P. Boas [4, p. 8].
Definition 5.4. An entire function is of growth (p, t) if and only if it is

of order ^p and is of type r if of order p.

In the reference just cited it is shown that the function

CO

/(-) = JZ a»zn
n-0

is of growth (p, t) if and only if

ra   ,      ,
(5.6) lim sup — | a„ |p/n 5S t.

n-»»      ep

With this notion we can conveniently state oar next result.
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Theorem 5.5. If
00

(5.7) u(x, /) = 2 anvn(x, t),
n-0

the series converging for \t\ <a, then u(x, t)CEH there and u(x, 0) is an entire

function of growth (2, l/4cr).

If 0<fo<er we have by Lemma 5.1 that

/    e   \nl2

(5.8) an = 0 I -) n -» oo.
\ 2«/0 /

Now using Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 we see that the series (5.7) converges

uniformly in any rectangle \t\ Sr, \x\SR for which r</0- By Harnack's

theorem, as applied to series of temperature functions, Tacklind [13, p. 13],

the sum of the series (5.7) belongs to H throughout the strip |/| <a. More-

over, since
co

u(x, 0) = 2 a"x")
n-0

we find from (5.6) and (5.8) that

»  .     i 1
lim sup — | an |2/n S —

»-»»     2e ito

and that u(x, 0) is entire of growth (2, l/4/0). Allowing to to approach <r we

obtain the desired result.

Corollary 5.6. For each fixed t, 0<t<a, the series (5.7) converges uni-

formly in any compact region of the complex x-plane.

For, set x=x' +ix". Then from (1.3) we have for \x'\ SR

(4tt/)1/2 I vn(x, t) I   S  I e-x*/u |   f   eB|"l/2< e~^u | y \ndy.
«/_0O

Hence in the square \x'\ SR, |x"| SR the series (5.7) is dominated by the

series of constants

(5.9) —-£|oJ    f   «ai»l/«*-»"/«| yl-rfy.
(4ir/)1'2„-o •/-„

But since u(x, 0) has growth (2, l/4er), so too do

00 00

X) | o„ | x"   and    ^ | a„\( — x)n,
n=0 n-0

so that for 0</<er'<cr
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00

JZ   I an |   | y |" <  Mey%li°' —   00   < y <   00
n-0

for a suitable constant M. Hence the series (5.9) converges because the

integral

/oo emv\l2te-yi/itey1H(r'(ly

-oo

converges. Hence by the Weierstrass ilf-test the series (5.7) converges uni-

formly in every square of the complex plane, as we wished to prove.

We turn next to series of associated functions.

Theorem 5.7. If

2ra .     .
(5.10) limsup— | 6„|2/n = cr < oo,

n-K»       e

then the series

(5.11) JZbnwn(x, t)
n-0

converges absolutely in the half-plane t>cr and does not converge everywhere in

any including half-plane.

If O<0<1, then from (5.10)

\bn    _J (- ) ra ̂  JV.

Hence series (5.11) is dominated by

,      "   / eo- y'2 /2n\n'2 ra1'4
Ae-^it'JZi- )     ( — )      -

\2n8j     \elj      t1'2

by (3.5). But the latter series converges for a<6t. Since 8 is arbitrary (5.11)

converges absolutely for t>cr, as stated.

To prove the concluding phrase of the theorem let us assume, contrari-

wise, that (5.11) converged everywhere in a half-plane including /><r. Then

°°    6„
JZ — v„(x, —to)
~~    .n
n-0   *o

would converge for all x and some /o<o\ By Lemma 5.2

6-"°[(_)"1
That is,
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2« .     ,
a = lim sup — | bn |2/n S to,

n->°°      e

a contradiction. This concludes the proof. Of course it is understood that if

er = 0 then the concluding phrase of the theorem becomes meaningless. For

wn(x, t) is not defined for / = 0 nor for /<0.

Theorem 5.8. If
00

U(X, t)   =   X bnWn(x, t),
n=0

the series converging for t>a^0, then u(x, t)CEH there.

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.5 and is omitted.

6. An integral representation of temperature functions. We give next a

characterization of temperature functions which have a Poisson-Stieltjes

integral representation

(6.1) u(x, t) =   j    k(x — y, i)da(y).
J -oo

A variety of necessary and sufficient conditions on u(x, t) has been given to

insure (6.1) with a(y) belonging to one or another class of functions. See, for

example, I. I. Hirschman and D. V. Widder [10, pp. 170-209]. However, the

class that we shall need here seems not to have been treated. A closely related

class was treated by P. C. Rosenbloom [12, p. 196].

Theorem 6.1. The conditions

(6.2) u(x,l)CEH 0<t<c,

I u(x, i) | k(x, c — i)dx < M 0 < t < c
-OO

are necessary and sufficient that (6.1) should hold, where

(6.4) I    k(x, c) | da(x) \   < oo.
J _«,

First to prove the conditions necessary assume (6.1) (6.4). Then (6.2) is

a known property of any convergent Poisson integral, I. I. Hirschman, D. V.

Widder [10, p. 181 ]. Also

I u(x, t) I k(x, c — l)dx S   I     k(x, c — t)dx I    k(x — y, l) \ da(y) |
-oo a) _ot J _w

/OO /A 00 tA 00

| da(y) | h(x, c — t)k(x — y, t)dx =  J    k(y, c)\da(y)\.
-00 ^ -00 J -00
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We have used (3.3) and Fubini's theorem, surely valid in the presence of (6.4).

To prove the converse observe first that

(y — x)2 Ax2

(6.5) Ay2----<-
U 1 - A-At

for — oo <A <oo, — co <x< oo, — co <y< co, 0</< oo, 0<1 — A-At. This is

equivalent to the statement that

1  / x \2
— (y(l - 4At)1'2-) > 0.
4/V (1 - AAt)1'2/ ~

Now for «>0 set

/oo
k(x — y, h)u(y, t)dy.

-CO

By (6.3) this integral converges absolutely when 0<t<c — h. Moreover, by

(6.5) we have in that interval

i       /c-t\112   . r". .
(6.6) \wh(x,t)\   g( -J     e-2/4(c-<-»)  I      \u(y,t)\k(y,c-t)dy

or

(6.7) | wh(x, t) |   ^ AV2'<«, 0 < / < c - h - e.

Here K is independent of I but may depend on e and h.

We now employ a result which is a consequence of Tychonoff's theorem,

I. I. Hirschman and D. V. Widder [10, p. 183]. Let us state it as

Lemma 6.2. If

(6.8) u(x,l)QH a<l<b,

(6.9) | u(x, I) |   g KeAx\ a < t < b,

(6.10) a < t' < t < b,

then

/CO

k(x - y,t - t')u(y, t')dy,
-CO

the equality holding over that part of t' <t<b for which (6.11) converges abso-

lutely.

Assume that (6.11) converges absolutely for t'<t<p^b and denote its

value by v(x, t). Hence for any point (xo, fo) of this strip and for t' <t <to
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/°°    k(x - y,t - t')    . .
—- I u(y, t) | k(x0 - y,to- I )dy

-oo k(xo — y, to — t)

fto-t'Y12 r°° , ,
S (-r)    e<*«-*),'«'«-') I    k(xo - y, to - t') | u(y, /') | dy.

Here we have applied inequality (6.5). Hence v(x, t) satisfies a uniform order

condition of type (6.9) in t'<t<p — 8, 8>0. (Choose t0=p — (8/2), for exam-

ple.) Now apply Tychonoff's uniqueness theorem to u(x, t)—v(x, t). The

difference satisfies (6.9) and tends to zero as t—*t' + and hence vanishes

identically in t' <t<p — 8. Since 5 is arbitrary, the lemma is proved. Note

that (6.11) will certainly converge absolutely for t<t' + (l/4A) by (6.9) but

may do so in a larger region [A >0].

By (6.7) we are in a position to apply the lemma to wn(x, t) in the interval

0<t<c — h — e and conclude

(6.12)   wh(x, t + 8) =   J    k(x - y, t)wh(y, 8)dy,      0<8<i + 8<c-h-e.
J -oo

The integral (6.12) converges for 8<t + 8<c — h by virtue of (6.6) with t = 8.

Now allow h to approach zero. By the fundamental property of the Pois-

son integral defining wn(x, t) the left hand side of (6.12) tends to u(x, t + 8).

The right hand side is equal to

/CO *A OO /■ 00k(x — y, f)dy I    k(y — z, h)u(z, 8)dz =   I    k(x — z, t + h)u(z, 8)dz

provided

/oo
k(x - z, I + h)\ u(z, 8) | dz < oo.

-00

Multiplying and dividing the integrand of (6.14) by k(z, c — 8) and using

(6.3) and (6.5) we see that the integral (6.14) is finite if 0<t+h<c-8. That

is, (6.13) is valid there so that we may use the right hand side of (6.13) to

obtain the desired limit, h—>0. The integral is an analytic, much less continu-

ous, function of h so that

u(x, t + 8) =  f   k(x - y, t)u(y, 8)dy    0<8<t + 8<c.
J - 00

Now define for some positive c' <c

8s(x) =  f   k(y, c')u(y, 8)dy.
•^-00

Then
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/OO s*  COI dp,(x) |   ^   I    k(y, c') [ u(y, 8) \ dy
-00 J —00

g ( -— J      I    £(y, c - 5) | u(y, 8) | e-»'/«<V2/^"-«>_y

/c - 6\"2 / c\"2
_-(—)   <-(7) , •<«-_

Hence the set of functions ft(x), 0 <5 <c — c', have total variation uniformly

bounded, so that we may select, by the Helly theorem, a subset approaching

a function /3(x) of bounded variation on (— oo, oo). Let 5—>0 through this

subset in

/°° k(x - y, t)
—-—-c7/?j(y) = lim u(k, I + 8).

-oo     k(y, c ) j-K)

By the Helly-Bray theorem we obtain

/-  fa(x — y t) C °°—-A- d0(y) =|    „(* - y, /)__(y),
-oo    A(y, c) J-oo

where

, x   r* ^w
a(x) =   I       - •

J_^(y,C')

Hence (6.1) is established. Inequality (6.4) holds, since

£(*, c') | _-(*) |   =   I     | -0(~) |   < Ml — J    .

The function a(x), in spite of its definition, is independent of c' by the

uniqueness theorem for the representation (6.1). Allowing c' to approach c,

we obtain (6.4). This concludes the proof of the theorem.

7. Conditionally convergent Poisson integrals. Under the conditions of

Theorem 6.1 the Poisson integral (6.1) of course converges absolutely. How-

ever, such integrals may converge conditionally, as the following example

shows. Take
<j>(x) = xe2x sin e1 0 ^ x < <x>,

= 0 -oo<x^0.

(7.1) u(x, t) = k(x, t) *<p(x)

1       r* sinr
<7-2) M(0' () = TTKUi        -Adr>

4(irt)ll2Ji       rp

1
p =-1.

4*
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It is clear that the integral (7.2) converges absolutely for 0<i<l/8 and con-

verges conditionally for 1/8 SK 1/4.

By an integration by parts a conditionally convergent integral (7.1) may

be replaced by an absolutely convergent one, from which estimates of mag-

nitude for u(x, t) may be more readily obtained. We need several preliminary

results.

Lemma 7.1. If — <*> <A < oo, — oo <B < oo, then

/oo
e-BV+A* \x\dxS eA*liB\ \A\  + | B | )/ | B |3.

-oo

This follows in an obvious way after the change of variable 2B2x — A

= 250.

Lemma 7.2. If — oo <x < oo , — oo <x0 < oo, 0 <t <t0, then

(7.3) f      e-^-!')2/4lg(I|)-!,)2/4(0  I   x   -y    |   fy
•J -co

S   M(t,  t0)(l  +    I  X  -  Xo\  )eC*-xo)2/4((o-0

/A   00

I       g-(z-V)2/4<e(zo-v)2/4lo I  x a—   y I  dy(7.4)   J_M \       y\ y

S M(t, h)(l+ | x - Xo\ )c<*-*°>,/4<'«-'>,

where M(l, to) is a positive continuous function of t and to for 0<t<t0.

The integral (7.3) is equal to

/* °°
g(xo—i)2/4(o   |      g—(lo— t)y*littoe(x—xo)yl2tl> I y I ^_

W   —00

Apply Lemma 7.1 with

(x — Xo) to — I
A =- , B2 =-

2<o 4«0

If

1 / 1      1 ,\
M(l, la) = -j-r- max ( — , — ,   \ B\   I,

|F|3 \2to    2t     '     '/

then

Ul + \b\
(7-5)-        '        S M(t,t0)(l+ \x-xo\),

| B\"

and inequality (7.3) is proved. Inequality (7.4) is established in the same

way; B2 is unchanged but now
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X  —   Xo

21

However, M(t, tj) was defined so that (7.5) holds in either case. The con-

tinuity of M(t, tj) is seen from its explicit definition.

Theorem 7.3. If the integral

/co
k(x - y, t)da(y)

-CO

converges at (x0, tj), t0>0, then for fixed t, 0 <t<t0,

(7.7) u(x, t) = 0(e<*-*°>2/4<'°-» | x - xo | ) | x | -> oo.

To prove this set

8(y) =   I    k(xo — z, to)da(z).
J o

By the convergence of (7.6) at (xo, tj)

| B(y) \   < K -oo<3,<oo

for some constant K. Integrating (7.6) by parts we obtain

X°° k(x — y, t)   lx — y     xo — y)
p^iA—-LA)Ar1--T^\dy-

-co        k(x0 — y, t0) I   2t 2to    )

Now apply Lemma 7.2 to obtain

. (to)1'2/  1 1 \ ,
(7.9) \u(x,t)\  ^ iC ^—{-1-)M(t,to)(l+  | x - xo\ )e <*-*«> 2/*«o-o.

t112   \2t      2to/

This concludes the proof. Since (7.8) converges absolutely it is clear that

(7.6) converges for 0 <t<h-

Corollary 7.4. If (7.6) converges for 0<t<c then for any fixed t in that

interval

(7.10) u(x, t) = 0(e^'4(,»-')) | x|  -> oo,

where to is any number between I and c.

For, it is clear that if (7.7) holds for a certain to then (7.10) holds for a

smaller t0. Since Jo is arbitrary in any case we may as well use the simpler

order relation (7.9). Of course the result is best when to is taken near c.

Corollary 7.5. 7/ (7.6) converges for 0<t<c and if 0<8<c/2, then
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(7.11) u(x, t) = 0(e*2'25) | x\  -> oo

uniformly in 8StSc — 8.

For, if to is chosen as c— (8/2) in Corollary 7.4 then (7.11) is the worst of

the relations (7.10) for the interval 8StSc — 8, that for t = c — 8. Moreover

M(t, to) has a finite maximum in this closed interval. Reference to (7.9) now

establishes the result.

8. The Huygens principle. As pointed out by J. Hadamard [7, p. 53] this

principle has been given a variety of interpretations by various authors. As

applied to the heat equation in two dimensions we shall make our meaning

precise by introducing the following class H* of temperature functions which

have the Huygens property. Compare E. Hille [9, p. 388].

Definition 8.1. A function u(x, t) belongs to the class //* in the strip

a<t<b if and only if u(x, t)CEH there and if

(8.1) u(x, t) = k(x, t - I')* u(x, t'),

the integral converging for every t and t', a<? <t<b.

We show first that a function having a Poisson-Stieltjes representation

belongs to H* in the strip of absolute convergence.

Theorem 8.1. If

p 00

(8.2) u(x, I) =  |    k(x - y,t)da(y),
J -oo

the integral converging absolutely for 0<t<c, then u(x, t)CEH* there.

For, if 0</'</<c then

k(x - y,t- t')u(y, t')dy =  J    k(x - y, t - t')dy I    k(y - z, t')da(z)
-co •*  —oo ** —oo

/oo /» oo /% oo

da(z) j    k(x - y, I - l')k(y - z, t')dz =  j    k(x — z,t)da(z).
-00                       "   — «J a/ _„

The interchange in the order of integration is valid by the assumed absolute

convergence of (8.2), and the theorem is proved.

We show next that u(x, t) defined by (8.2) belongs to H* even in the strip

of conditional convergence.

Theorem 8.2. If u(x, t) is defined by (8.2), the integral converging for

0<t<c, then u(x, t)CEH* there and the integral (8.1) converges absolutely for

0<t'<t<c.

We may apply Lemma 6.2. By Corollary 7.5 u(x, t) satisfies (6.9) in

8<tSc — 8. Hence we need only show that (8.1) converges absolutely for

t'<t<c. Choose to in Corollary 7.4 so that t<to<c. Then
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u(x, t') = 0(ex2li<-">-',)) | x\ -» oo,

from which the absolute convergence of (8.1) is evident. This concludes the

proof. This result shows that although only conditional convergence is postu-

lated in the definition of 77*, absolute convergence follows automatically.

An example of a temperature function which does not enjoy the Huygens

property is

g(xy, ty2)a(y)dy
-CO

where

g(x, t) = ex cos (x + 2t) + e~x cos (x — 2t),

a(y) = y exp (-y4/3) cos (3"2y4'3).

The present authors have shown [ll] that this function u(x, t) belongs to 77

over the whole plane, is not identically zero for t>0, yet vanishes for all x

when t = 0. Hence it certainly does not belong to 77* in (— 1, oo), for example.

It is important to note that if u(x, t)f£H* in two adjoining strips or even

in overlapping strips it need not do so in the combined regions. A case in

point is J. Blackman's example [5, p. 678]. His example was the special case

— l/4a = 1 + i in the following.

Set

(8.3) 73(x, t) = k(x, I) * k(x, a) = k(x, t + a),

where a is a complex number, a=a+i8, a<0, 8^0. Then 73(x, t), originally

defined by (8.3) for 0 <{<(a2+/32)/(-a) clearly belongs to Hfor — co <;< co

by analytic continuation. From its explicit form

B(x, 1) = 0(e?><-'A) | x\  -► oo

where

A(t + a)

By the continuity of g(t) and the nonvanishing of (t+a)112 for — co <<< oo

it is clear that 73(x, t) satisfies a uniform condition (6.9) in any finite strip

a<t<b. Hence by Lemma 6.2 we have

(8.4) B(x, t) = k(x, I - l')*B(x, I')

for every t', the integral converging absolutely for t — t' sufficiently small and

positive. But the integral (8.4) will not usually converge for all t>t'. To get a

clear picture of the region of convergence of (8.4) let us use the complex

{-plane with t = u+iv. We may set x = 0. Then
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(8.5) 75(0, t) = =   f   Ky, < - t')B(y, t')dy,
(4w(t + a))1'2      J-x

and the analytic function B(0, t) has a singularity at t= —a, a point off the

real axis 03^0). The integral (8.5) may be regarded as a Laplace transform

in i/(t — t') of a simple exponential function so that its region of convergence

is well known:

1 -1
Re-> g(t') = Re-

A(t -t') 4(<' + a)

But this is the interior or the exterior of a circle tangent to the line u = t' at

(t', 0) and passing through the point (—a, — j8) according as t'+a<0 or

t'+a>0. That is, if t'+a<0 then (8.5) converges for all real t on the diam-

eter of this circle and in no larger interval. Or if t'+a>0 it converges for all

real t>t'. Thus, for example, B(x, t)CEH* in — oo <r< —a and in — a<t< <x>.

Or it also belongs to H* in the region 0</< — (a2+j32)/a which overlaps

the two former ones but it does not do so in the combined regions. More

generally, for any c>0 B(x, t)CEH* in the interval

/     a2 + /32 + ca      \

\ c + a       '    /*

It is the position of the singularity of B(0, t) which governs the size of the

strip of convergence of (8.4).

9. A monotonic property for certain integrals. The integral (6.3) is a de-

creasing function of t. In fact we can prove this for a more general integral as

follows.

Theorem 9.1. If u(x, t)CEH* in a<t<b and if p7>l, then the integral

/oo
| u(x, t) \"k(x, b - t)dx

-OO

is nonincreasing in (a, b) wherever it is finite.

For, by the definition of H*

k(x - y, I - t')u(y, t')dy a < t' < t < b.
-00

By Holder's inequality if p>l and directly if p = l

/oo

k(x - y,t- t')\ u(y, /') \'dy.
-oo

Here we have used the fact that
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/» 00

(9.4) I    k(x- y,t- t')dy = 1.
J -CO

Hence

/CO •»  00

k(x, b - t)dx I     k(x - y, I - t') | u(y, t') \"dy
-CO J —CO

/•CO *% CO

=   I     | u(y, 0 \vdy I    k(x, b - t)k(x - y, t - t')dx = Jp(l').
J  -co J —00

The interchange of the order of integration is valid by Fubini's theorem pro-

vided Jp(t') is finite. Thus if Jr(t') < =°, then Jp(t) is finite and decreasing in

(t', b), and the proof is complete.

The counterpart of this result for p= oo is also true.

Theorem 9.2. If u(x, 0G77* in a<t<b, then

Jx(t) =    l.u.b.    | u(x, I) |
— » <z< «

7s nonincr-easing in a<t<b wherever it is finite.

From (9.2) and (9.4) we have

| u(x, /) |   ^ Jx(t')

if /(/') < oo. Hence JK(t) g/_(/') as stated.

Theorem 9.3. If u(x, t)dH* inO<t<b and p^l, then

1   r°°   I u(x, t) I"
(9.5) Kp(t) = -\       ' '    dx

t    J -oo k(X,   t)

is nonincreasing there wherever it is finite.

We note first that if 0 <t' <t then

/°° k(x - y, t - I')              t        1-_-_!-i rfy =-

This follows easily from Lemma 3.3. Now using (9.3) we have

i  r °°    —~    /* °°
_:p(/) g — —-—        k(x-y,t- t') I „(y, t') \»dy

t    -/_M      «(X,  I)    J -oo

l   rM i              i        rx k(x- y,l- t')

= - | «(y, /') |p_y| /     -_*.
t    J -x J -co «(X,  /)

By (9.6) this is equal to Kp(t'), and the result is proved.

Preliminary to the next result we record several lemmas.
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Lemma 9.4. Ifcp(x)CECl in (— &>, oo) and

(9.7) u(x, I) = k(x, I) *cj>(x),

the integral converging absolutely at x = 0, t = U, then

/R

k(x + iy, to) u(ix, t0)dx — <x> < y < oo.
-R

This is a known inversion formula. Compare I. I. Hirschman and D. V.

Widder [10, p. 176] or E. Hille [8]. We apply it to the proof of the next

result.

Lemma 9.5. If u(x, t)CEH* in a<t<b, then

k(x + iy, t — t')u(ix, t)dx
-00

for a<t' <t<b.

Choose a number a', a<a' <t'. Then

/oo
k(x — y, t — a')u(y, a')dy a' < I < b,

-00

the integral converging absolutely by Theorem 8.2. Hence

/oo
k(y, t- a')\ u(y, a') \ dy.

-oo

Now invert the integral

/oo
k(x - y,t - t')u(y, t')dy

-OO

by Lemma 9.4. All hypotheses are satisfied. The integral (9.11) converges

absolutely by Theorem 8.2. Moreover, by virtue of (9.10) the integral (9.9)

converges absolutely since 4(t — a') >4(t — t'). Hence Cauchy's principal value

(9.8) is not now needed. The conclusion is (9.9), as stated.

Theorem 9.6. If u(x, t)CEH* in 0<t<b andp^l, then

f% oo

IP(t) =   I      | u(ix, t) \pk(x, t)dx

is nondecreasing there whenever it is finite.

By Lemma 9.5

u(iy, l') =1    k(x - y, t - t')u(ix, t)dx, 0 < t' < I < b.
" -00
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Hence

/OO

k(x - y, I - l')\ u(ix, t) \"dx,
-co

/CO y»  CO

k(y, t')dy I    k(x - y,t - l')\ u(ix, t) \"dx
-00 J  -JO

CA i
^  I     | u(ix, I) \"k(x, f)dx = Jp(l),

J  -00

and the result is proved.

A glance at the proof of Theorem 9.1 will show that if u(x, t)^0 then

Ji(t) is constant. A generalization of this result is contained in the following

theorem.

Theorem 9.7. If u(x, t)CjH* in a<t<b, v(x, t)CjH* in a< —t<b, and if

r* co ~ co

(9.12)    I     \u(x,t)\dx\    k(x-y,t'- t)\v(y,-l')\dy < co   a < I < l'< b,
"   -00 J  -CO

then

/CO

u(x, t)v(x, -t)dx
-CO

is constant for a<t<b.

By the defining property of 77*

u(x, 0=1    *(* ~ y,l ~ t')u(y, ?)dy a < t' < I < b,
J -co

v(x, -t) =   I    k(x - z, l" - t)v(z, -t'jdz     a < I < l" < b.
J -co

The integral (9.13) is equal to

dx I    k(x - y,l - t')u(y, t')dy I    k(x - z, t" - t)v(z, -t")dz
-CO J -00 "^ -»

=   Cu(y, t')dy f   v(z, -t")k(y - z, t" - t')dz =   f   u(y, t')v(y, -t')dy.
J -00 J -CO ^ -JO

That is, the integral (9.13) has the same value at t and t'. The interchange

of integrals is justified by Fubini's theorem, valid in the presence of hypothe-

sis (9.12).

Corollary 9.8. If u(x, t) or v(x, —t) is a function of one sign on (a, b)

hypothesis (9.12) may be replaced by the absolute convergence of (9.13).
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10. A criterion for the Huygens property. It is clear from Theorems 6.1

and 8.1 that if

| u(x, t) | k(x, c - t)dx < M 0 < t < c
-oo

then u(x, t)CEH* on (0, c). But this sufficient condition for H* is not neces-

sary. It is easy to see that the second associated function wi(x, t), for exam-

ple, belongs to H* on (0, oo), but for it the integral (10.1) becomes

i p°° i /c-1'2    iy2

— I    k(x, t)k(x, c — t) \ x\ dx = —I-)   .
t   J _„ IT   \   t C J

This function becomes infinite as f—>0+ so that (10.1) cannot be satisfied for

any M. But this example suggests modification of the condition (10.1) to

make it necessary and sufficient. It is simply that (10.1) should hold in each

subinterval of 0<t<c. We introduce the following definition.

Definition 10.1. A function u(x, t) belongs to class A on a<t<b ii and

only if u(x, t)CEH there and there exists a positive function M(a', b') defined

for a<a'<b'<b such that

/oo
| u(x, t) | k(x, b' - t)dx < M(a', b') a' < t < b'.

-00

In the above example IFi(x, /)G-<4 on0<K oo, for the function M(a', b')

may be taken.

(b')-1'2 / 1       1\"!
M (a', b') = —-(-) 0<a'<cV<oo.

ir      \a'        b'/

This example showed that (10.1) may give trouble at the left end of the inter-

val in which H* holds. There may also be trouble at the right end. For exam-

ple, if

(10.3) u(x, t) = k(x, t) * e*2!*'

we have

I     | u(x, t) | k(x, b' - t)dx = f-; ] 0 < I < b'.

If b' were replaced by c, condition (1) would fail. But the function (10.3)

obviously belongs to H* and to i on (0, c). Here

/    c    V'2

We now show the equivalence of classes A and H*.
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Theorem 10.2. The function u(x, t)dH* on a<t<b if and only if u(x, t)

G-4 there.

First assume u(x, t)€zH*. Then

/JO

k(x - y, I - t')u(y, t')dy a < t' < I < b.
-CO

By Theorem 8.2 the integral (10.1) converges absolutely. Hence

k(y, b' - t)\ u(y, /) | _y < oo a < I < b' < b.
-co

By Theorem 9.1 with p = l the integral (10.5) is a nonincreasing function

of t so that

Jx(t) S J (a') a' <t< b'.

Hence u(x, t)€jA on (a, b) and we may take

M(a', b') = Jx(a').

Conversely, assume (10.2). By Theorem 6.1

/CO

k(x — y, t — a')da(y),
-co

the integral converging absolutely in a'<t<b'. Hence by Theorem 8.1

u(x, t)Cj.H* in a'<t<b'. But since a' and 6' are arbitrary the property also

holds in a<t<b, and the theorem is proved.

It is interesting to apply this criterion for 77* to Blackman's function

B(x, t) of §8. We have for arbitrary c

X°° ,                                             r°° k(x, c — t)eB<-t'>xtdx
| B(x, t) | k(x, c - l)dx = -p——

J-co     (4ir| / + a | )1/2

= :-r—r-T— ' 1 - 4(c - t)g(t) > 0.
[(t + a)2 + PA'<[1 - 4(c - t)g(t)A2

Here

-1 1 (t + a)
g(l) = Re- =-
* 4«+a) 4   (t + a)2 + 02

Hence Jx(t) is finite and 73(x, t)€jH* when

a2 + 82 + ca
-< t < c,

a + C

a result established in §8 by another method.
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For future use let us show that the functions vn(x, t) and w„(x, t) belong to

H*.

Theorem 10.3. For » = 0, 1, 2, • • •

Vn(x, t)   CEH* ~   OO    <  /   <   OO,

wn(x,t) EH* 0 < t < 00.

For vn(x,t) the result is obvious on (0, oo) by (1.3) but is less easily proved

for (—oo, oo). Using (1.2) we have

/oo
k(x — y, t - t')v„(y, t')dy

-oo

/oo [n/2]   wl(/')* yn-ik

k(x -y,t-t')  Z -±-L dy,
-oo A-o    k!      (n — 2k)\

mm      n\(t>)k
(10.7) =   V -vn-ik(x, t-t') -oo <t'<t< 00.

*-o ft!(»-2ft)l

But from (1.9)

(n - 2k)!   6>*
V-2*(x, t — t') =- vn(x, t — t').

n\ dtk

Substituting this in (10.7) that sum becomes the Taylor expansion of vn(x, t)

so that the integral (10.6) has the proper value as required by the property

H*.

For wn(x, t) it is more convenient to show it of class A. Since vn(x, t) CEH*

on (0, oo) we have by Theorem 10.2

/CO

| v„(x, t) \ k(x, —t)dx < M 0 < I < c.
-oo

By (2.1) we have for 0<t<c, since \vn(x, —t)\ Svn(x, t) there,

/" i       i 1 r°° i i| wn(x, l)   k(x, c — t) dx = — I        vn(x, —l)   k(x, l)k(x, c — t)dx
l"    -7-00

1       1   r, . M
^-I        vn(x, f)   k(x, c — t)dx <-.
~ (4,r01/2 ln J_J n   V ' (4X/)1'2/"

Since c is arbitrary wn(x, t)CEA in 0<t< co, as required.

11. Heat polynomial expansions. We show now that the Huygens prop-

erty H* is necessary and sufficient for the expansion of a temperature func-

tion in a convergent series of heat polynomials.

Theorem 11.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that
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(11.1) u(x, t) = JZ anvn(x, t),
n-0

the series converging for \t\ <<j is that u(x, I) G77* there. The coefficients a„ have

either of the determinations

(u ^ uM{°' 0)
(11.2) an = ->

ra!

1     r*>
(11.3) an = -        u(y, -t)wn(y,t)dy 0 < I < a.

n\2nJ-x

Let us assume first that u(x, j)G77* in |;| <<r and prove (11.1). Then

k(x - y, I - t')u(y, t')dy —a < t' < t < <r.
-CO

Let us choose t' negative. By Theorem 4.2

,       ,   '    A »»(*, t)wn(y, -I')
k(x -y,t- t') = JZ-

„-o ra!2"

Inserting this series in (11.4) and integrating term by term we obtain (11.1),

(11.3). The step will be valid if

(11.5) JZ  l-^Pl  C\wn(y,-t')u(y,t')\dy<«>.
n=o      «!2n     J-co

Using Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 we see that the series (11.5) is dominated by

/          tyi2  .      "       1     / 2n(t + h)\"12 /    2n   \"'2
_.(l + —)    e-2'4{i:-(—--)     (-r-i-)    ra1'4

V 8 Ao ra!2»V        e        J     \e\l'\/
i_  00

•   I    e«2'8!' | u(y, tf) | dy

for CSzO and by

(11.7)   -j—,— JZ-(—Ld)   [-rrr)   n112      eyl"\«(y,0\dy
(|/'|),/2n-0   n!2-\    e    )    \e\t'\) J-x '     '       '

for t<0. In each case the series converges, (11.6) for j + o<|i'|, (11.7) for

\t\ <\t'\ if only the integral involved is finite. Admitting this for the moment

and recalling that 5 may be chosen arbitrarily small we see that series (11.1)

converges absolutely to u(x, t) for \t\ <|/'|. Since t' may be chosen arbi-

trarily near — cr, (11.1) converges for \t\ <a as desired.

The integral (11.6) is finite. For, choose c between —t' and a. Then the

integral (11.6) is dominated by
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(c-t'Y'2 C\u(y,l')\k(y,c-t')dy,

which is finite by Theorem 10.2.

Since

oc

u(x, 0) = 23 a*xn
n-0

is a power series, the first determination (11.2) of an is immediate. The second,

(11.3), was obtained in the course of the proof, but it remains to show that

the integral (11.3) is independent of t in (0, a). This follows from Theorem

9.7. It is applicable since u(x, t)CEH* on (— cr, 0) by hypothesis and wn(x, t)

CEH* on (0, oo) by Theorem 10.3. Moreover the integral (9.12) converges

on (0, cr) by comparison with the integral (11.6). This concludes the proof

of the sufficiency of the condition.

Conversely, suppose now that (11.1) holds for |/| <a. Choose a number

c, 0 <c<a, and consider the integral

k(x - y, I + c)u(y, -c)dy.
-oo

We shall prove it equal to u(x, t) for |/| <c. Substitute the series (11.1) in

the integral (11.8) to obtain

CO /A CO X

E"»        k(x — y,t + c)v„(y, —c)dy = 23 a»*n(x, t) = u(x, t)
n=0 a! _w n_0

provided the term by term integration is valid. We have used the fact that

vn(x, t)CEH*, as proved in Theorem 10.3. It will be sufficient to show that

00 /A 00

(11.9) 23 I aA   I    k(x — y, t + c) | vn(y, —c) | dy < <x> —c<t<c.
n—0 a/ _m

By (3.4) series (11.9) is dominated by

00 / 2nc\nl2        C °°

(11.10) A 23 | «n | ( -)    «1/4       k(x- y,t + c)^i"dy.
n-0 \     e     / J -co

The integral clearly converges for —c<t<c. By Lemma 5.1

(\   e T/2\
an = O I   - n —> oo

\L2h/oJ    /

for any positive t0<cr. Choose t0>c so that series (11.10) converges. Hence the

integral (11.8) is equal to u(x, t) for |r| <c, as stated. This does not quite

prove the property H* in ( — a, a) because of the restrictions thus far imposed
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on c and t, \t\ <c. But since u(x, t) is equal to the absolutely convergent

Poisson integral for |;| <c we have by Theorem 8.1 that u(x, t)CjH* on

\t\ <a, as stated.

Theorem 11.2. If

JO

(11.12) u(x, t) = JZ anvn(x, I),
n-0

the series converging for \t\ <a, then

1      rx
(11.13) a„ = - I    u(ix, t)wn(x, t)dx 0 < t < a.

(2i)nnlJ-x

That is, besides the real determinations (11.2), (11.3) there is also the

complex one (11.13). Observe that (11.3) involves the values of u(x, t) for

negative t, that (11.13) involves the values for positive /.

By Theorem 11.1

/co
k(x - y, l)u(y, 0)dy 0 < I < a.

-CO

For any fixed t in this interval the integral (11.14) is e~x /4( multiplied by a

bilateral Laplace transform in —x/(2t) which converges for — co<x<co.

It is consequently an entire function of x. The same is true of the sum of the

series (11.12) by Corollary 5.6. Since the two functions are equal for real x

the expansion (11.12) must also hold for all complex x and in particular

(11.15) u(ix, t) = JZ anvn(ix, I) 0 < t < <j.
n=0

By the homogeneity of v„(x, t) we have

vn(ix, t) = invn(x, —t).

From Lemma 9.5 we have

/CO

k(x - y,l' - t)u(iy, l')dy 0 < t < I' < a.
-CO

Now expand the kernel by Theorem 4.2,

"   vn(x, -t)wn(y, t')
(11-17) k(x-y,t'-t) = JZ—-

„_o ra!2"

Inserting the series (11.17) in (11.16) we have

co oo

(11.18) u(ix, t) = JZ A„va(x, -t) = JZ An(-i)nv„(ix, t),
n-0 n-0
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1     r°°
(11.19) An=-       u(iy, t')wn(y, t')dy 0 < t' < a.

n\2nJ-x

The integral (11.19) is constant. For, by (11.16)

XCO (%  CO /» 00

u(ix, t)wn(x, t)dx =   I    wn(x, t)dx I    &(# — y, /' — t)u(iy, ir)dy
-00 ^ —oo ^ —co

(11.20)
••  CO

=   I    «(ty, t')wn(y, t')dy,
" -oo

since w„(x, t)CEH* on (0, oo). We shall see in a moment why Fubini's theorem

is applicable here. If we compare coefficients in (11.18) and (11.15) we see

that An = inan and formula (11.13) follows. To verify the term by term

integration of series (11.17) we again use Theorem 3.5 to obtain the dominant

series

A2      ,      "      1    (2nl\n<2/ 2n\n>2        /• °°     „      . .
(11.21)    -e*2'at 23-   - J    ( — I    n1'2       e~y iu'   u(iy, t')   dy.

(ty2 nTo n\2"\ e  J    \et') J_M '   v *      '   y

By (9.10)
I u(iy, I) |   = 0(e"2/4('-a)) | y |  —> oo

where a may be chosen arbitrarily near to —cr. The integral (11.21) is thus

seen to converge for 0<t'<—a and hence for 0<£'<cr. The series (11.21)

converges since /</'. Now observe that the convergence of the integral

(11.21) is sufficient to validate the use made of Fubini's theorem in estab-

lishing (11.20). This concludes the proof of the theorem.

12. Expansions in terms of the associated functions. We now obtain two

necessary and sufficient conditions, of different types, for the validity of ex-

pansions in terms of the wn(x, t).

Theorem 12.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that

CO

(12.1) u(x, t) = 23 bnivn(x, t),
n-0

the series converging for />crj^0, is that

1   rx
(12.2) u(x, t) = — I    eixy~iyicb(y)dy a < t < =o,

2ir J_„o

where 4>(y) is an entire function of growth (2, a) and

<p<-"i(0)
bn =- re = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

n\(-2iY

We prove first the sufficiency of the condition (12.2). It is well known
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that the source solution k(x, t) has an integral representation (12.2) with

4>(y) = l,

1   r"
k(x, I) = — I    e^v-'^dy -oo < x < oo, 0 < t < oo.

2irJ _oo

From (2.4) we have for ra = 0, 1, 2, • • •

1    /**
(12.3) wn(x, 0 = — I    eixv-'"\-2iy)ndy -oo <x< <~, 0 < / < oo.

2ir J -x

Now expand cj>(y) in power series,

CO

<p(y) = __ ^y",

n-0

and substitute in (12.2), using (12.3),

1    C °° °° °°       a«
w(„, 0 = —        e"-'"2 X) ̂ y"^ = JZ t-^tt »»(*, /).

2irJ-x „-o „=o ( —2t)n

The operation will be valid if

/CO CO

e-'"2 X I a«l I y\ndy < °°-
-co n—0

Since <p(y) has growth (2, a) the same is true of

oo oo

JZ I a„ | yn   or    2_ I -» I (-y)",
n—0 n-0

from which it follows that

00

__• I a» I I y I" < A7«"'"2 — °° < y < °°
n-0

for any a'>a and a suitable constant M. Hence the integral (12.4) is dom-

inated by

/oo
e-'^+'^oy,

-co

which converges for t>a'. Hence (12.1) is valid for t>a and

On <fiM(0)

(-2i)»      ra!(-2i)"

For the converse assume the expansion (12.1). Choose c>a. Since the

series
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co

23 b„vn(x, -t)rn
n-0

converges for all x on the line t = c we may apply Lemma 5.2 to obtain

(12.5) K = °([?nY)

Now replace w„(x, t) by the integral (12.3) in the series (12.1) to obtain

1 oo y» co 1 /» oo

(12.6) u(x, t) = — V bn J    e™v-"'\-2iy)ndy    =— I    eix*-tvicp(y)dy,
2ir n=o     J -oo 2x«/ _oo

where

00 CO

<t>iy) = 23 *»(-2iy)» = 23 anyn.
n=0 n=0

To justify the formal work we show that

/co oo

e-'"223  I *»|  I 2y\"dy < oo.
-oo n=0

By (12.5)

wU„|2/"
lim sup-S c.

n-»« 2e

That is, cp(y) is of growth (2, c) for every c>a and hence also of growth

(2, a). Hence as before the integral (12.7) converges for t>a, and u(x, t)

has the representation (12.2) as desired.

Our second criterion is more closely analogous to Theorem 11.1. We need,

however, a preliminary result.

Lemma 12.2. If

1   rx
(12.8) u(x,t)=—\     eix^"/2cp(y)dy,

where cp(y) has growth (2, a), then for each c>a there is a constant M(c) such

that

(12.9) u(x, t)    S-e-z2/<«+<> c < I < oo.
' '        (t - c)1'2

Let us shift the path of integration in (12.8) from the real axis ri = 0 to

the line n=A in the complex y-plane, y = %+iy\. This is possible, by Cauchy's

theorem, since
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/,a      . Ie_(„+i,)-<(«+»,)20(j? + iV)dr,\
o

^ A^c)*:-'^-82 f   e-^+«i2+^21 dr, \   = o(l) \ R\   -+ oo .
•7 o

Here we have used the assumed order of growth for cp(y) to obtain

| <K£ + k)\   = N(c)ec^+"2\

where c>a and N(c) depends only on c.

Using the new path of integration we have

1   /*°°
u(x, t) = — I     e^<£+^>-'«+^>20(£ + j^)^,

27T J-,,

N(c) C °°
| U(X, t) |    ^ —A g-Ax+Ah+cA*   I      e-^+cj2^ c < t <   a, _

2tt J -a,

Now choose ^4 to make the right-hand side minimum; that is

x
A =-

2(c + t)

Then
N(c)e-xilw+c)

U(X,  t)        g-r- C   <  I   <   00 .

11 [_x(* - c)]1'2

Defining M(c) in the obvious way this inequality becomes (12.9).

We can now prove our second criterion.

Theorem 12.3. A necessary and sufficient condition that

CO

(12.10) u(x, t) = JZbnwn(x,i),
n-0

the series converging for t ><r^0 is that u(x, t)CjH* there and that

(12.11) f    | u(x, t) | e^i^dx < oo a < t < oo.

77ie coefficients bn have the determination

1     /*°°
(12.12) bn  = -   I       U(X, t)vn(x,   -l)dx (7</<co.

ra!2"J_M

Observe that for the expansion (12.10) the condition u(x, t)CjH* is not

sufficient. For example, the function u(x, t) = l belongs to 77* in (— co, oo).

But it has no expansion (12.10). For, if it did we should have by Theorem 12.1
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1   rx
1 = — J     eixy~iv'icb(y)dy.

2irJ-x

But the right hand side —>0 as x—>oo by the Fourier-Lebesgue theorem, a con-

tradiction.

Let us first prove that if condition (12.11) is added them the expansion

(12.10) is valid. By the H* assumption

u(x, I) =  i     k(x - y,t - l')u(y, t')dy        a < t' < t < oo.
"   -00

By Theorem 4.2

„      A vn(y, -t')wn(x, t)
k(x -y,l- l') = 2Z-'

n-0 «!2n

whence (12.10) follows after a term by term integration, valid if

"    | wn(x, t) |   f°° . .
2-,- u(y, t')vniy, -t')\dy < oo.
n-0 «!2" J-x

But by (3.4), (3.5) this series is dominated by

A2 "1    /2n\nl2 /2nt'\"12        C °°
(12.13) —-e-^/8'E—r-(-)     ( —)    «1/2        \ u(y,t')\e»*i"'dy.

v'2 „=o nl2"\et /     \   e   / J_M

By the hypothesis (12.11) the integral (12.13) converges for t'>a and the

series (12.13) converges for t' <t, so that the expansion (12.10) is established.

The integral (12.12) is independent of t by Theorem 9.7. It is applicable since

m(x, t)CEH*, vn(x, t)CEH* for a<t< =o and

/OO /A  OO| u(x, l)\dx\    k(x - y,l' - l)e^^'dy
-CO aJ  _oo

(2t'   V2 {"" rx
-; J      I     | u(x, t) |«*2/4«+''>cfx S  I     | u(x, t) I ex''stdx < oo .

cr < t < t'.

That is, inequality (9.12) follows from (12.11).

Conversely,  let  us assume the validity of the expansion   (12.10).  By

Theorem 12.1

1 r00       2
u(x, t) = — I    e^"-'" cb(y)dy,

2irJ-x

where cp(y) is of growth (2, a). By Lemma 12.2

i M(c)
(12.14) | u(x, I) |   S-— e-^/4<'+") cr < c < I < oo.
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Hence

/°°                          M(c)    r °°I «(„, t) I e*2'8 <_x <- I    e-zHt-aimi+Ofa < «,       c < / < oo.

Since c is arbitrary (12.11) is proved.

That u(x, f)G77* in a<t < co follows from Lemma 6.2 if we observe from

(12.14) that u(x, t) is uniformly bounded in the half-plane f=Sc+5 for any

5>0. That is, u(x, t)CjH* in (c + 5, oo) and hence in (a, oo). This completes

the proof of the theorem.

13. L2 expansions. Let us turn next to expansions in terms of the heat

polynomials where the convergence is now to be taken in the L2 sense.

Theorem 13.1. If u(x, t)CjH* in —a^t<0 and if

/oo
| u(x, —<x) \2k(x, o-)dx < co,

-CO

then for —a^t<0

Xoo N 2
k(x, —t)  u(x, l) — JZ anv„(x, t)    dx = 0

-co n-0

and

/oo oo

k(x, -t) | u(x, I) \2dx = JZ ra!(2 | /1 )" | an \2,
-co n—0

where

1    r°°
(13 A) an = -        u(y, t)wn(y, -t)dy -ff ^ l<0.

ra!2"J_M

In other words, for each fixed t in — <r^i<0 the series

CO

(13.5) JZ anvn(x, t)
n=0

converges in mean (with weight function k(x, —t)) to u(x, t). Equation (13.3)

is the corresponding Parseval relation.

By Theorem 9.1 with p = 2, c = 0 we see that J2(t) is nonincreasing in

(—cr, 0). By (13.1) it is then finite throughout the interval. Since

(13.6) *fc_0_W.(_l_)

we may apply the familiar 7,2-expansion theorems lor Hermite polynomials.

Compare, for example, E. C. Titchmarsh [14, p. 79]. Following Titchmarsh,

set for ra = 0, 1, • • •
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(13.7) *„(*) = dnHn(x)e-x'l2, dn = (2-wbr1/2)-1'2.

These functions form a complete orthonormal set (weight function 1) on

(-co, co). Hence we have the L2 expansion

CO

m((4/)1'2x, -t)e-x%l2 ~ JZ an(t)Pn(x) 0 < Ig <r,

(13.8)

/OO

e--2/2„(x(401/2, -t)pn(x)dx.
-co

That is, forO<f^<r

/QO TV

| „(x(4*)I/2, -fie-**'1 - JZ an(t)in(x) \2dx = 0,
-co n-0

or by (13.6), (13.7)

/co N 2
k(x,t)   u(x, —l) — JZ a„(l)vn(x, —l)dj~nl2   dx = 0.

-co n-0

Since

wn(x, t) = k(x, /)r"/277„(x/(4/)1/2) 0 < / < oo,

the integral (13.8) becomes

/JC

u(x, -t)wn(x, t)dx,
-co

1    (••*>
an(t)t~nl2dn =- I    u(x, —t)wn(x, t)dx.

n\2nJ _M

But this integral was shown independent of / in the proof of Theorem 11.1.

Defining it as the constant a„, as in (13.4), equation (13.2) is proved.

Parseval's equation is

/oo CO oo

| «(x(4*)1/2, -I) |2e-*2-x = JZ | an(t) \2 = JZ \ a„|2r_„-2,
-oo n=0 n=0

f%   00 00

J     | u(x, -t) \2k(x, t)dx = JZ n\(2t)n | a„ |2,
J -co n=0

and the theorem is proved.

Under the assumption of the theorem that u(x, —a) (k(x, a))ll2CjL2, the

representation

(13.9) u(x, 0=1    k(x — y,l + a)u(y, —o-)dy,
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valid by the H* hypothesis for — a <t <0, may be used to extend the defini-

tion of u(x, t) to the larger region —a<t<a. For, the integral (13.9) con-

verges there by the Schwarz inequality,

J    k(x - y, t + cr) | u(y, - cr) | dy\

/°° k(x - y, t + a)2       r" ,
-:-dy I    Hy, a) | u(y, -cr) |2cfy.

-«.          k(y, cr)              J_M

The second integral on the right converges by (13.1), the first converges for

— a<t<a. By Theorem 11.1 the series (13.5) also converges in the pointwise

sense to u(x, t) on (0, a). But it need not converge in the L2 sense there. This

should not be expected since the sequence ex lsiv„(x, t), n=0, 1, • • • forms

an orthogonal set on (— oo, oo) for t<0, but the functions of the set do not

even belong to L2 ior t>0. What is true for f>0 will appear in the following

theorem.

Theorem 13.2. // u(x, t)EH* in 0 <tSa and if

/oo
| u(ix, cr) \2k(x, cr)dx <   oo ,

then for 0 <tSa

/oo N 2
k(x, t)   u(ix, t) — 23 eVn(x, t)    dx = 0

-oo n-0

and

/OO OS

k(x, t) I u(ix, I) \2dx = 23 »1(2*)n I «n |2,
-oo n=-0

/oo co

k(x, l)u(ix, t)2dx = 23»K-20"| ffln|2,
-co n=0

where

1      r°°
(13.13) an =- |    u(ix, f)wn(x, l)dx 0 < I S a.

(2i)"n\J^x

By Theorem 9.6 the finiteness of J2(f) at/ = <7 implies its finiteness in (0,er),

so that u(ix, t)k(x, t)U2CEL2 on (— oo, oo) for each fixed t in that interval.

Hence as in Theorem 13.1

00

(13.14) u(ix(4ty>2, t)e-x2'2 ~ 23 a„Wlr-n(x),
n-0

where
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/CO /.COu(ix(<lt)112, t)e-x2'2pn(x)dx = irll2dntn'2 J    u(ix, t)w„(x, t)dx.
-co J -co

That is,

/co jy
| „(tx(4/)1'2, t)e-x^2 - JZ an(t)pn(x) \2dx = 0,

-oo n—0

(13.15)x /» co AT 2

lim „(x, 0   u(ix, I) — JZ -„( — l)-nl2an(t)v„(ix, t)    dx = 0.
JV—»<»   J -co I n=0

If we define

(_l)-n/2    -co

(13.16) a„ = dn( — l)~nl2an(t) = - I    u(ix, t)wn(x, t)dx,
ra!2"     J_M

then (13.15) becomes (13.10) and (13.16) becomes (13.13). It was shown in

the proof of Theorem 11.2 that the integral (13.16) is constant.

Parseval's equation applied to (13.14) gives

/CO 00

| u(ix(1tyi2, t) \2e~x2dx = JZ | an(t) \2,
-co -     n-0

or the same equation with absolute values removed. Using (13.16) and mak-

ing an appropriate change of variables these equations become (13.11) and

(13.12), respectively. This concludes the proof.

14. L2 expansions in series of associated functions. We derive next re-

sults for the series

CO

U(X,  t)   =   JZ bnWn(x,  t)
n-0

analogous to those of the previous section for series of heat polynomials.

Theorem 14.1. If u(x, t)GH* for t^a>0 and if

l  r°° \ u(x,<t)\2
(14.1) K2(ff) = - ' "   dx < oo,

ff   J -a       k(x, ff)

then for t^a

/oo          j N 2
—-   u(x, I) — JZ bnwn(x, l)   dx = 0

-co    k(X, t) „_0

and

/">   \u(x, t)\2 "       /2\».      .
1,1   dx=JZnl(-~)   |6n|2,

-»      k(x, t) „_o      \ / /
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where

1     rK
(14.4) bn = - I     u(x, t)vn(x, —t)dx a S t <  <x>.

re!2"J_M

By Theorem 9.3 inequality (14.1) implies that Ki(t) < oo for cr</<oo.

That is, \u(x, t)\/k(x, t)ll2CEL2 on — oo <x< oo for each fixed fSza. Hence

co

(14.5) u(x(Aty>2, t)ex*l2 ~ 23 bn(t)fn(x),
n-0

K(t) =  f   u(x(ityi\ t)exii2iln(x)dx

(14.6)
dnt~nl2 rK

= - I     u(x, t)vn(x, —t)dx,
(ny2 J_, v' ' K'

or

/OO              J If i- u(x, t) - (iirt)1'2 23 dntnl2bn(t)Wn(x, t)    dx = 0.
_M k(x, t)                                „_o

This is equivalent to (14.2) if

(14.7) bn   =   (4Tty'2bn(t)dnl"l2.

But (14.7) and (14.6) give the integral determination (14.4) of bn as desired.

We saw in the proof of Theorem 12.3 that the integral (14.4) is independent

of t. Finally Parseval's relation applied to (14.5) gives

f " | u(x(ityi\t) \2e*dx = 2Z I K(t) |2 = —l-— E re!(-)"\bn\2.
J -oo n-0 4/(tt)1/2  „_0 \//

This equation is (14.3) after a change of variable, and the proof is complete.

Note that equation (14.3) verifies the result of Theorem 9.2 that the

integral K2(t) is nonincreasing. In fact it shows much more, namely that

Ki(t) is a completely monotonic function of /. In fact it is the Laplace trans-

form of the positive function

t, \K\2(2yy.
n-0

15. Examples. Let us illustrate the foregoing theory by a variety of

examples.
A. w(x, t) =eax+a*'. Here u(x, t)CEH*, — oo <t< oo. Hence the u-expansion

should converge for all x and t.

"    a"
U(x, t)  =   2-,  — v"ix, t) — co   < / <   oo,

n-o re!
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/oo rt co

k(x, t)u(x, -t)2dx =   I    k(x, t)e2ax-2ahdx = e2ah 0 < t < oo,
-CO J -00

oo co ~2n

X)ra!(2/)»| a„|2= JZ (2t)"-= e2"2' 0 < / < oo,
n-0 n = 0 «!

/CO CO

k(x, t)u(ix, t)Hx = e~2"2' = JZn\(-2t)n\ an\2 0 < / < oo.
-oo n—0

B. u(x, t)=k(x — b, t). Here

(%  CO

I      | u(x, t) \ex,/ildx < oo 0 < t < oo,
J -CO

so that the w-expansion should be valid there.

"      6"
k(x - b,t) = JZ -wn(x, t) 0 < t < 00 ,

„-o 2"ra!

/oo    yx  _   J    A2
-!— dx = e-"2'"^, t) * ebx'2t = e"*'2',

-CO                   k(X,    t)

"        /2\»       . «       62"
2 ra!   —)    6„ 2= JZ —-= e*2'2'.
n-o      \ 11 n-o ra!(20n

Also

k(x - b, t) = — I    e^-'« 0(y)_y, ci(y) = «-*»,
2ir»/_M

so that Theorem 12.1 is also checked.

% _  If oo Jn

C. -*(* - 6, 0 = JZ -wn+x(x, t) 0 < t < oo.
t „-o  ra!2"

This series may be obtained from (15.1) by differentiation. Further series

may be obtained from it by successive differentiation.

y» oO

u(x,t) =   I    e-(1-<)ucoshx(„)1/2_„

D. J°
(x)1/2x       ,                /        x        \          1

= ——-e**'4"-" erf (- ] +-        -•»<*<_.
2(1 -t)3'2 \2(1 - t)1'2)      1 - t

Compare H. Bateman [3, p. 166, formula no. 35]. Here

/CO p oo n oo

| w(x, 0 I *(_, c - t)dx ^  I    e-^-'^du I    „(„,c - 0 cosh x(Uyi2dx.
-CO «7 0 •/ — oo

The inner integral is
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e(e-l)D2coshx(M)l/2|x=0  =   e(c-t)ut

so that (15.2) converges for — oo <t<c, iic<l. Hence u(x, t)CEH* in (— oo, 1)

and the ^-expansion is valid in |/| <1. Since

/i co
e-uundu = re!,

o

°o n\

u(x, I) = 23 7TTT "2»(x> l) I 11   < 1-
n-o   (2re)l

e-(i-0« s;nh x(u)l'2du
o

Or)1'2****'4"-"
= - -oo</<l.

2(1 - 03/2

Compare H. Bateman [3, p. 165, formula no. 34]. Since

| sinh x(u)1121   S cosh x(w)1/2,

we see by Example D that the present function u(x, t)CEH* on — oo </<l.

Here

1 r°° r(re + 3/2)
a2n+i =-       «r««(««+i)/y« = —-— •

(2re+l)!J0 T(2re+2)

(wyi2xex'l^-^        *    T(re + 3/2)

2(1 -t)3'2 to    (2n+i)\ '   '

Note that this series exhibits the phenomenon mentioned in §5. When x = 0

it converges for all t (and even represents the function there), though the

largest strip of convergence is \t\ <1. The Parseval equation becomes

r°° t        •     /•« /xi(t - i)\
I    k(x, t)u(x, —tydx =- I    x2 exp I - )dx

J-oo 4(l + 03(4x01/2^-. \4/(l + t)J

w t «    T(re + 3/2)2
=-= T, —-— (2t)2"+1 0 < I < 1,

2   (1 -l2)3'2      fo    (2n+l)\

1 » /2re\ / / Y

^^=£(2" + 1)(,)(t)-

This is a familiar binomial expansion.

e-xS/(l+40 i

F. u(x, t) = k(x, t) * er*  = - I >--.
V ' ' (l + \ty>2 4

Here
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(15.3) u(x,t) = — f   eb*-*t4>(y)dy,     <b(y) = (ir),/2<r«2'4.
2wJ-x

Here <p(y) is of growth (2, 1/4) so we must have a w-expansion for />l/4.

The coefficients are most conveniently obtained by expanding <p(y) in power

series.

■A w2n(x, t)
u(x,t) = (iryi2j:—AA- l>l/4.

„-o    ra!42"

The Parseval relation is

At "  /2ra\/l\2n

which again may be checked by the binomial expansion.

g*2/U-40

G. u(x, t) = (ir)ll2k(x, t - (1/4)) =-
v       '      (4/ — l)1'2

Here u(x, t) has the integral representation (15.3) with

<p(y)   =   (Ty 1***1*.

Hence

»(,,-.-)_ £______ (>1/4.
V 4/^o ra!42»

The Parseval equation gives (15.4), the same as in Example F.

H. Blackman's example. For 75(x, t) to belong to 77* in ( — c, c) with c as

large as possible we need

a2 + /32 + ca
c =->

e + a

c2 = a2 + 82 =  | a |2.

The coefficients in the n-expansion are obtained from the power-series expan-

sion of e~x2'ia.

„,     x *       ^/_1V  v*»(x> 0 i   i        i    i

(47ra)1/2 „-o \ 4a / ra!

The region of convergence may be checked by formula (5.5).

I. u(x, t) =k(x — y, t+s). Theorem 4.2 gives both the ^-expansion and the

w-expansion of this function. For the former

wn(y, s)
a„-—— >

ra!2n
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considering k(x — y, t+s) as a function of x and t. It belongs to H* for t> —s,

so the ^-expansion must converge for \t\ <s. The Parseval equation becomes

g-y2IHt+t) co ^n

- =  23 -w„(y, s)2 0 < t < s.
4ir(s* - t2)112       nTo re!2»      "

For the w-expansion

Vn(y, s)

bn   =  -  •
re!2"

Here equation (15.3) holds with

cb(z) = e-ivz~"\

This function is of growth (2, 5), so that the w-expansion should converge for

t>s, as seen also by Theorem 4.2. The Parseval equation is

/    t2    V'2 2 ^ in(y, s)2
(- )    e»'/»(*-o = 23 / > s.
\t2 - s2/ fo   (2/)"«!
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